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Features of creativity in schools
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Being a creative teacher is only part of the 

process

Certain questions stimulate critical thinking.

Play is an important part of creativity

Deep creative thinking can only be fostered if 

preparatory skills and knowledge have been understood.

Creativity can be recognised

Teachers need to demonstrate creative thinking



How is creativity defined?
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 Many definitions – common elements: 

mental activity intent on producing something 

appropriate, correct, meaningful, new, novel …

 The ability to think in novel and useful ways is one of 

the defining features of the human species

Carruthers (2002):

… anyone who is imagining how things could 

be other than they are will be thinking 

creatively.



Creativity is…

• going beyond “Why?”  and asking “Why not?”

• about asking the questions that haven’t been asked yet

• constantly saying, “What if?”

• setting constant challenges.

• never being afraid to fail.
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Creativity test: adaptive thought/behaviour

How many alternate 
uses for a broom as 
possible within one 
minute?

Adapted from the Torrance Tests of 
Creative Thinking (1962). For more 
examples see 
http://www.indiana.edu/~bobweb/Ha
ndout/d3.ttct.htm

Certain questions stimulate critical thinking.



Fostering Creative Thinking in School

Creative teaching versus teaching for creativity (or more 

properly, teaching for creative thinking).

- Creative teaching focuses on the teacher and his or 

her planning for engagement (interest / motivation / 

understanding / inclusion / support / enthusiasms) 

- Teaching for creativity focuses on the students and 

the extent to which their own creative thinking is 

being developed

- Are these mutually exclusive?
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A novel written with 45 children



Design Thinking Mindset : 

what does competence look like?

Competent

Collaborative Engages with others from different backgrounds and 

viewpoints

Curious Shows interest in things that are not understood

Open-mindset Can address problems over a number of fields of 

limited scope

Bias towards 

action

Creates some prototypes to move project forward

Complexity Addresses complex problems

Iterative Able to refine ideas through iterative user feedback 

and prototyping
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Design Thinking Mindset : 

excellence

Competent

Collaborative Collaborates effectively as a team member with others from 

diverse backgrounds and viewpoints

Curious Demonstrates deep interest in things that are not understood, 

and sees things from a fresh perspective

Open-mindset Effectively tackles problems regardless of the field or the 

scope; divergent thinker

Bias towards 

action

Creates prototypes and physical embodiments of ideas and 

actions that effectively move project forward

Complexity Creates clarity through complexity

Iterative Makes improvements with prototyping feedback loop and 

cycles regardless of design phase
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Ready, Steady, Cook
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Deep creative thinking can only be fostered 

if preparatory skills and knowledge have 

been understood.



Creativity in physical education

Play is an important part of creativity



‘Big C’ and ‘little c’ creativity
Anna Craft, Margaret Boden, .... talk about:

Big C creativity = new to the world, historical creativity

Little c creativity = new to the individual, psychological 

creativity 

Students’ ideas may not be seen as creative acts, as their 

novelty or long-term value is often small, but if the  

ideas generated are new to them then it is little c 

creativity
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How many ways can you make 10?

11-1

2+2+2+4

2 X 5

20% of 50

5 + 5

½ of 20100/10

-20 + 3060-50

Deep creative thinking can only be fostered if preparatory 

skills and knowledge have been understood.



A creative response…

ACCOUNTANT NEEDED

£40,000 - £45,000
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• Why do you need an accountant?  

• The answer’s -£5,000



Baer & Garrett (2010) 

helps meet 

Teaching Creativity and Subject

for Subject Content 

Creativity Knowledge Targets

reinforces and 

enhances creativity
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Cremin et al (2006, p. 117)
 Study sought to determine what characterises creative thinking 

schools and identified seven key elements for fostering it: 

• posing questions; 

• play pedagogies; 

• immersion and making connections; 

• being imaginative; 

• innovation; 

• risk taking; and, 

• self-determination. 

 This only works when teachers can allow pupils (and themselves)  

time and space to experience the core elements .
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Creative learning opportunities through:
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Creative 

Thinking &

Problem 

Solving

Games

Computing

Hands-on 
tasks

QuestionsExperiments

Debates

Discussions



Questioning for creative thinking

Importance of giving students 

opportunities to ask and 

answer questions; 

Not just any questions -

different types of question 

produce different kinds of 

thinking and hence 

different types of 

answers; 

Questioning for a purpose /  

focused questions.

Certain questions stimulate creative thinking



Assess, evaluate or recognise?

Some people think that assessing creativity is wrong. 

They say that:

– We cannot know what creativity means so we could never 

measure it

– Assessing someone’s creative efforts will suppress their 

creativity

– We cannot assess something when the answer might not be 

what we expect.

What do you think?



In mathematics, the 
students are asked to 
find out how many 
leaves are there on the 
tree.

Here, the process invented 
by the student is more 
important than the 
product (the number of 
leaves)



Evidence from the process

The student does something in order to produce 
something or solve a problem (the process). 
What can it tell us?
– Watch what the student does. For example: 

• Does he explore the task? 

• Does she change to another approach when the one 
fails?

• Does he consider how fit for purpose the idea is?

• Does she try to improve an idea?

• Does he show persistence?

Creativity can be recognised



We can generate novel and unique 

ideas: inventing new words
A major multinational recently announced it 

“degrew” last year.

Can you invent words to go with the following 

prefixes?

multi-

pre-

anti-

un-

bi-

Deep creative thinking can only be fostered if 

preparatory skills and knowledge have been 

understood.



Uxbridge English Dictionary

Abominable – practice frowned upon by all but the 
most aggressive of matadors

Accomplish – one who aids and abets Sean 
Connery

Admin – contribute the least

Apollo 

Appearing 

Balderdash 

Canada 

Cognac



Uxbridge English Dictionary
Abominable – practice frowned upon by all but the 

most aggressive of matadors

Accomplish – one who aids and abets Sean Connery

Admin – contribute the least

Apollo – Roman god of chicken

Appearing – an iPhone app that pierces your ear while 
you talk on it

Balderdash – the rapid receding of a hairline

Canada – a snake in a tin

Cognac – to trick a long-haired Himalayan beast



Every lesson can involve 

creativity

Challenge children to 

think!

Being a creative teacher is only part of the process


